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WITNESS:

,,--,.
OCAlUSPS-TG-1.

Timothy D. Ellard

Please refer to page 9 of SSR-1 1 I. This section des’sribes how the first
sample box is determined when all boxes are at one location
a.

Please confirm that the first sampled box is determined by the
placement interval. For example if the placement Interval is 2, then
the first sampled box would be the second rented box. If you do not
confirm, please explain.

b.

Please confirm that if the placement interval is 2 or larger, then it is
impossible for the first rented box to be includecl In sample If you
do not confirm, please explain.

C.

Please confirm that if the placement interval is 3 or larger, then it is
impossible for the first two rented boxes to be included in sample. If
you do not confirm, please explain.

d.

Please confirm that if the placement interval is kz2 men it is
impossible for the first k-l boxes to be included in the ssrmple. If
you do not confirm, please explain.

e.

The instructions on page 9 state, “Please do not place all 25 cards
in the first 25 boxes, as these could be long..time box holders.”
Please confirm that there is a propensity for the first boxes to be
associated with long-time box holders and for the last rented boxes
to be associated with more recently rented boxes. If you do not
confirm, please explain and reconcile with the page 9 instructions.

f.

Please provrde a distribution of placement intlsrvals usejd in this
survey by box size. For example, how many placement intervals of
1, 2, 3, ,.. n were used for each box size, where n represents the
largest computed placement interval.

9.

Other than possibly the long-term box holders, are there any other
identifiable groups of box holders that were systematically excluded
or over represented in the sample? Please explain.

,--

RESPONSE to OCAIUSPS-TG-1.
a-d. Confrrmed.
e.

I cannot confirm this statement.

I have no information on which to

base the assumption that the first boxes in the sequence are more
likely to be associated with long term box hollders than are later
boxes in the sequence.

The statement cited in the instructions to

postmasters

simply stated one possible

reason that the cards

should not be placed in a cluster, but spread out.

f.

These data are not available to me because the postmasters
not

asked

to

return

their

calculations

to

‘Opinion

were

Research

Corporation.
9-

I have no information that would lead me to believe any subset of
box holders is over or under represented in the s,ample.

OCAIUSPS-TG-2.

Please refer to page 9 of SSR-111.
This section explains how the
placement interval is used to select sample boxes when all boxes are at
one location.
a.

b

C.

In the example, based on a total of 106 boxes, the first box sampled
is the 4th rented box. Then every 4th box after that is sampled.
i.

Please confirm that the 25th sampled box i:s bor: number
100. If you do not confirm, please explain.

Ii.

The instructions say to continue with
you have covered all boxes.” Please
would include the 104th box in the
cards) or whether you would exclude
the sample.

every 4th box “until
explain whether you
s;ample (placing 26
i:he 1114th box from

Suppose that there were 73 rented size 1 boxes,
procedure is used to select a sample of size 25.
placement interval would be int(73/25) = 2.’

and your
Then the

i.

Please confirm that the first sampled box is the second
rented box. If you do not confirm, p1eas.eexplain.

ii

Please confirm that the 25th sampled box is the 50th
rented box If you do not confirm, please explain.

Ill.

Please confirm that boxes 51, 52,
, 73 are excluded
from the sample. If you do not confirm, please explain.

iv.

If boxes 51-73 would not be excluded from the sample,
please confirm that boxes 52, 54, ,.., 72 would be included
in sample, so that 36 cards would be placed (instead of
25). If you do not confirm, please explain.

If there are n>25 rented, boxes, then please confirm:
i.

The first sampled box is box int(n125).
confirm, then please explain.

If you do not

iI.

The last sampled box is box 25*int(ni25).
confirm, please explain.

If you do not

111

Boxes 1, 2,
, int(n/25)-1 are excluded from sample
whenever n>50. If you do not confirm, please explain.

iv.

Boxes j, j+l, j+2,
n
where j..25’int(n/25)+1,
are
excluded from sample whenever n>25’lnt(n125). If you do
not confirm, please explain.

’ The greatest Integer less than or equal to x is referred to by int(x). Thus int (2.92) = 12.
3
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d.

Please confirm that as a rule the long-time box holders (lowest box
numbers) and those with the highest box numbers have a greatly
reduced (or zero) chance of selection as compared to the rest of the
box holders at this location. If you do not confirrr, please explain.

e.

Page 32 of SSR-111 describes the second stage of sample
selection as “a random sample of box holders.” Please confirm that
this box selection can not be considered randoln, considering that
the first sample box is not randomly selected (it is completely
determined by the number of rented boxes in the PSU), thus
causing the first rented boxes to be systematic:ally excluded from
sample selection whenever the number of rented boxes is not an
exact multiple of 25. If you do not confirm, pleas? explain.

RESPONSE to OCAIUSPS-TG-2

/---

2a i.

Confirmed.

2a.ii.

The 104th box would not be included in the sample.

2b.i-iv.

Confirmed

2c.i-iv.

Confirmed

2d.

I cannot confirm the statement.

Please see my Response

to

OCAlUSPS-TG-lg.
2e.

I confirm that this sample cannot be considered’ random.
systematic

sample to keep the task uncomplilzated

same time, ensuring the cards were widely distributed.

I used a

while, at the

/‘--

OCAIUSPS-TG-3.

Please refer to pages 9-10 and 51-52 of SSR-111 for the correspondence
between sample selection procedures and the computation of design or
base weights. Suppose that the value of Bq2 was 73 and that there were
more than 25 boxes of types 2 and 3 so that 25 boxe:; would be selected
of each type.
a.

Please confirm that 25 cards would be distributed to the box type 1
boxes of this PSU. If you do not confirm, please explain.

b.

Please confirm that 25 out of 73 (or 34 25 per,cent) rented boxes
would have been selected. If you do not confirm, please explain.

c.

Please confirm that P12=0.3425 for this example.
confirm, please explain.

d.

For this example, please confirm that the probability of selection for
the first rented box and the last 23 rented boxes was equal to zero.
If you do not confirm, please explain how these could be included in
the sample.

e.

If 24 of the 73 rented boxes have a zero probability of selection,
then please confirm that the 25 selected boxez, are selected from
the 49 remaining boxes that are allowed a positive chance of
selection. If you do not confirm, please explain.

f.

Please confirm that the probability of selection for those boxes
allowed a chance of selection, would be 25149, or approximately
0 5102. If you do not confirm, please explain.

9.

Please confirm that the Pbr probability you compute is not valid for
the 49 boxes allowed a chance for selection and it is not valid for
the 24 boxes that are not given a chance for selection. If you do not
confirm, please explain.

If you do not

RESPONSE to OCAAJSPS-TG-3
3.a-c.

ConfIrmed

3 d.

This is confirmed.
was intentionally

However, note that the process of placing cards
simplified at the possible expense of introducing

bias. There was, however, no reason to expect any bias.

The

simplification was introduced to reduce more likely sources of bias
from lack of cooperation by selected post offices, or misFllacement
of cards due to complexity of the allocation scheme.

5
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3.e. This IS confirmed.

However the post-stratification

is intended to

provide compensation for potential bias.
3.f.

This is confirmed.

3.9. These are confirmed.
presence

However, I have no reasoli to believe that the

of this bias would have an important

impact on the

Findings of my Study.

6
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OCAJUSPS-TG-4.

Please refer to the formula for Prbz at the 4th line of page 52:, SSR-111
a.

Please confirm that Prbr refers to the probability of selection for an
arbitrary box holder of box type b in PSU z. If !you do not confirm,
please explain.

b.

Please conflrm that the probability of selection for the r-th selected
renter of the b-th box size in the z-th PSU is just 1. If you do not
confirm, please explain how a selected renter would not be
selected.

RESPONSE to OCAIUSPS-TG-4.
4.a.

This is confirmed.

frbz does reflect the probability of selection for

the r-th selected renter (an arbitrary box holder) of the b-th box size
in the z-th PSU.
4.b.

This is not confirmed.

The probability of selection for the r-th renter

of the b-th box size in the z-th PSU is given by:

P,, = P, x Phi, vr = 1,.

.) ilbz

The only time this probability is equal to unity is when P, and PbZ
are both equal to one; a highly unlikely event.

OCAIUSPS-TG-5.

At page 51 of SSR-111, four steps of weighting are presented. These
are described as: (1) computation of design or base weights, (2)
adjustment for differential nonresponse,
(3) adjustment for frame
inadequacies, and (4) “cross-examination of final weights.”
a.

Please confirm that step 1 refers to the formula ,for Drbz on page 52
of SSR-Ill.
If you do not confirm, please explain.

b.

Please confirm that the Drbt on page 53 are the trimmed values of
Drbz. In other words, the Drbz are trimmed, depend on z, but do not
depend on t. If you do not confirm, please explain and provide a
precise definition of Drbr.

C.

Please provide the formula or algorithm used to trim the design
weights.

d.

Please confirm that steps 3 and 4 are accomplkhed by the formula
at the top of page 53 of SSR-Ill,
If you do not confirm please
explain.

e.

According to the formula at the top of page 53, the final weighting
factor, Frbt, does not depend on the value of z. Pleas,e confirm that
probability of box selection &ez depend on z, and explain why your
final weights do not. If you do not confirm, please explain.

f

Please confirm that the survey estimate of Bbt woul~d be given by
LW
rbLLt where D ,W refers to the trimmed design weights, and
ILt is 1 if the z-th PSU is tier t, zero otherwise. If you do not confirm,
please explain and provide a formula for Drb, as used in the formula
at the top of page 53 of SSR-1 11.

9.

If you confirm part e, above, please explairi why it would be
inappropriate to compute the final weighting fac:tor using a formula
such as Frbtz= ,,’ rbz B&&D
r&t-

h.

Step 2 refers to an adjustment for drfferential nonresponse. Please
provide a citation for the portion of the weighting ldocumentatton
which describes how this is accomplished for your survey.

RESPONSE to OCAIUSPS-TG-5.
5.a. This is confirmed.

The design weight for the r-th selected renter of

the b-th box size in the z-th PSU. Drbz, was calculated~ by.
Dr, = k

5.b. This is confirmed.

The trimmed design weight f,or the r-th selected

renter of the b-th box size in the z-th PSU. is given by C&.

This

factor does depend on z and not on t. A better rlotation wcluld have
been D:bz.
5.~. The trimming
excessively

algorithm

consisted

large weights

of a simrble method

where

(larger than three times the average

weights) were trimmed and the excess weights were distributed
among other weights.

This weight trimming was compensated

for

implicitly by post-stratification.
5.d. This is not confirmed.
accomplished

Adjustment

by post-stratification

top of page 53 of SRS-111.
done after computation

for frame inadNsquab:ies was
as described by i.he formula at

Cross-examination

of weights.

ot weights was

This manual

process

has

nothing to do with the referenced formula.
5.e. This confirms that the probability of box selection, frZ, does depend
on z. However, final weights do not. Final weights were calculated
within post-strata defined by tier and box size.
5.f.

This statement

is not confirmed.

The survey es,timate of the

number of box holders of size b in the t-th tier, B,,,, is given by:
Bb, = 1 c &bz xIbt
r z

where lb, is 1 when the corresponding respondent is a box holder of
size b In the t-th tier. As a matter of fact, this is a parameter and
not an estimate

and therefore

subject

to zi?ro variance.

It is

inappropriate to use the design weights for this purpose, since the
design weights have been calculated using proxy MOS (household
counts) instead of the number of box holders

Moreover, in order to

reduce variances, design weights have been trirnmecl.

Please refer

to page 32 of SSR-1 11 for more details.
5.9. We do not confirm the statement in OCAlUSPST6-5e

that refers to

weighting.
9

,/--,\

5.h. Considering that the survey data were to be p’xt-stratified
target

population

counts,

a separate

to the

nonres,ponssa adjustment

procedure was omitted for this study.

,...-.
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OCAJUSPS-TG-6.

Please refer to the sample disposition for ID number 11 :at page 42 of
SSR-111
a.

Please confirm that this line refers to a unique sampled PSIJ

b.

Please explain what this number represents. For example, of the
75 sampled boxes holders, does this mean than an attempt was
made at calling 33 of them? or, does it mean that a total of 33 calls
were made, some of them repeat calls, to a smaller number of
sample box holders?

C.

This line has an entry for 7 “renters completes ” Does this mean
that the response rate for this PSU was 7175, 7/33, or something
else Please explain.

d.

Please explain how the response rate (or nonresponise rate)
computed from this sample disposition table is u,sed in step 2 of the
weighting process described on page 51 of SSR-,I 11.

e.

This line contains an entry for 63 “waiting call attempts.” Does this
mean that 63 call attempts were made to the 18 persons waiting for
a box (ID no. 11, page 34 of SSR-11 I)? Please explain.

f.

This line contains an entry for 6 “waiting completer;.”
Does this
mean that a total of 6 respondents of the 18 ipersons waiting for
boxes actually provided a complete response to the questionnaire?
Please explain.

RESPONSE to OCAIUSPS-T6-6
6.a. This is confirmed,

This is a continuation of the line that starts on

page 34 and refers to a unique PSU.

Going b;sck to page 34, we

can see that 16 renter cards were received

from this location.

Seven interviews with renters were completed.
6.b.

Call attempts, in this case, refer to dialings.

We made thirty-three

calls to 16 locations, to complete seven Interviews.
6.~. A response rate might consider three levels of response, first by the
postmasters,

then to the card placement

(I6

responses

placements), and finally to the phone calls (seven of fifteen).

to 75

6.d

As noted in the Response to OCANSPS-TG-5

h, a !separate non-

response calculation was not conducted.
6.e. The waiting study has not been included in my Testimony
6.f.

See my Response to OCAIUSPS-TG-6.e

,,..-.
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I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing document
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of record in this proceeding
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Practice.

Kenneth N. Hollies

475 CEnfant Plaza West, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20260-1145
July 17, 1996, I!396
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DECLARATION

I, Timothy D. Ellard, declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoirlg answers; are true
and correct, to the best of my knowledge, information and belief.

Dated:-
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